A Monte Carlo simulation model of mammographic imaging with x-ray sources of finite dimensions.
A simulation model of mammographic x-ray sources with finite size has been developed. The model is based on Monte Carlo methods and it takes into account the electron penetration inside the anode, the anode geometry and material, as well as the resulting heel effect and the spectral and spatial distribution of x-rays. This x-ray source simulation model has been embedded into an earlier developed simulation package of a mammography unit. The main outputs of this model are Monte Carlo generated images that correspond to the irradiation of properly designed phantoms. In this way it is possible to make studies of the influence of x-ray source characteristics on MTF. This paper presents the development of the mammographic x-ray source model, accompanied by a set of simulation studies concerning the influence of magnification effects as well as that of the x-ray spatial and spectral distribution on the mammographic spatial resolution for a certain magnification factor (m = 1.4). The validity level of the model, as well as its limitations and perspectives, rise through comparisons with experimental and theoretical data.